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VERSE
FOR
2020
There’s a bless in
every mess
Though there may be
a lot of stress
And we may need
to live on less
I confess, I guess,
we’ll just have to
say “yes”.
A poem from Harley Beck
(Wycliffe)

Editor’s note:
Thankyou Helen P
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Please send all articles and information for the next edition of Heartbeat
to email address...
hpbcheartbeat@gmail.com by Tuesday 23 rd June
The July edition will be available on Sunday 28th June

SALT SHAKER MISSION 2020

VALUES
L'Arte Central is a social enterprise with the latest understanding in mental health
research, together with our Christian values and principles, seek to transform lives;
giving people hope where there was only despair and frustration.
Our programs are all inclusive and affirm all people regardless of their age, ethnic
origin, gender identity, marital status, race, religion, political beliefs, sexual orientation, and socioeconomic status.

OUR MISSION
We believe in second chances.
Everyone needs them. Not everyone gets them.
It’s our mission to make sure those who have suffered severe and enduring mental
health challenges can find hope for their future…
...People who need a chance to upskill and land that first job. To support themselves. To support their families.

HOW WE SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY
With good coffee as the cornerstone, we support our community in the following
ways.
1. Helping marginalised people with recognised training, employment skills and
on-the-job experience.
2. Mentoring and life skills for a brighter future.
3. Creative arts programs to facilitate self-expression.

More from the Joke file...

Our new COVID-19 society - Part 2…

Donald Trump goes on a fact-finding visit to Israel.
While on a tour of Jerusalem he suffers a heart attack and dies.
The undertaker tells the American diplomats accompanying him,
"You can have him shipped home for $50,000, or you can bury him here, in the
Holy Land, for just $100."

The American diplomats go into a corner to discuss for a few minutes.
They return and tell him they want Donald Trump shipped home.
The undertaker is puzzled and asks, "Why would you spend $50,000 to ship
him home, when it would be wonderful to be buried here and you would spend
only $100?"
The American diplomats reply, "Long
ago a man died here, was buried here,
and three days later he rose from the
dead. We just can't take the risk.”

“Buckle up, relax and enjoy your flight”

Editor’s note…

“I think our Holy scripture instructs
us to laugh... probably because it’s a
healthy way to nurture our spirits during challenging times. A good friend
recently sent me this verse and I think
I needed it at the time” (Baz)…

For more info on how
you can help, contact
Helen Pobie - 9799 3801

